Lots & Lots Of Airplay

The Ex + Tom Cora
Songwriter
The Styrenes
My Bloody Valentine
Harold Miller
Various
Daniel Johnston And Eye Band
Edward Ka-spel
Television Personalities
Swell Maps
Various
Ara Kekedjian
Various
Shonen Knife
Isley Brothers
Paleface
Various
Sam Cooke
Paleface
Various
Dixie Vaughn
Claw Hammer
Main Source
Paleface
Crabbie
Tribute To Leonard Cohen
Various
My Dad Is Dead
Various
Lightnin' Hopkins
Wee
Mazzacane And Langille
Prisonshake
Various
Paul De Marinis
Richard Thompson
Troubling Gristle
Reverend Horton Heat
Bob Marley & Wailers
Teenage Fanclub
Lucinda Williams
The Orb
Bono Dog Band
Various
Ed's Redeeming Qualities
Unsane
Various
Jane Siberry
Maggi Payne
Koch/Schutz/Kapelli
Simon Fisher Turner
Butch Willis & The Rocks
Rabih Abou-Khalil
Holy Rollers
Morton Feldman
Mario Lanza
Django Reinhardt
Bill Laswell & Material

Scrubbing At The Lock
The Big Sell Out
It's Artistic
Loveless
As Is
Talkin' Trash
Artistic Vice
Tanith & The Lawn Tree
And Don't The Kids Just Love
Jane From Occupied Europe
Blues From Dolphin's Of...
Chance Ses Succes
The Waaaah CD
60 Great Songs Of The 60's
712
Isley Brothers Story, Vol. 2
Paleface
Sam Cooke With The Soul Stirers
Soul Hits Of The 70's Vol. 10
Moribund Music Of The 70's
Q: Are We Not Men?...
Breaking Atoms
Dry Lungs #4
Stud Or Houseboy?
I'm Your Fan
Jamaica All-Stars Vol. 1
Chopping Down The Family Tree
Jamaica All-Stars Vol. 1
Complete Aladdin Recordings
The Pod
Come Night
Della Street
Fuse 2 World Dance Music
Music As A Second Language
The Hannibal Sampler
D.O.A.
Smoke Em If You Got Em
One Love
Bandwagonesque
Rambin
Little Fluffy Clouds
The Peel Sessions
Best Of Excallo Records Vol. 2
It's All Good News
Unsane
Medieval Romantics
Original 1980 Recordings
Crystal
Art Of The Staccato
Soundtrack: The Garden
Forthcomings
Al-Jadida
Fabuley
Rothko Chapel
The Mario Lanza Collection
Django 1935
Improvised Music NY 1981

Rec Rec
Shimmy Disc
Homestead
Sire
Mute
Greasy
Shimmy Disc
Third Mind
Fire
Mute
Specialty
Lis
Bring On Bull
Goodman
Rockville
Rhino
Polydor
Specialty
Rhino
Sat
Sympathy For...
Wild Pitch
Subterranean
Feel Good All Over
Atlantic
No. 1 Studio
Scat
No. 1 Studio
EMI
Shimmy Disc
What Next?
Scat
4th & Broadway
Lovely
Ryko
Mute
Sub Pop
Heart Beat
DGC
Folkways
Mercury
Strange Fruit
Rhino
Flying Fish
Matador
Hyperion
ESD
Lovely
Sound Aspects
Mute
Love
Enja
Dischord
New Albion
RCA
GNP
Mu
Heavy Airplay (Continued)

Bruce Gilbert
Dead Moon
Snooks Eaglin
Abel Steinberg Winant Trio

Insiding
Stranded In The Mystery Zone
Country Boy In New Orleans
Set Of Five

Mute
Tombstone
Arohoie
New Albion

Medium Airplay

Kante Manifa & Balla Kalla
Thee Hypnotics
Various
Henry Cow
Patsy Cline
Paul Schutze
Cocktail Twins
Frank Zappa
Various
Various
Univers Zero
Various
Sis Cunningham
Various
Jimmie Rodgers
Leaving Trains
David Bowie
Stravinsky
Gangubai Hangal
Can
Nico
Nashville Bluegrass Band
Mercy Dee
Clifton Chenier
Jean Paul Bourely
The Inn
Braindead Sound Machine
Sam Mitchell
Klang Crimson
Glen Velez
Generation X
Poison Idea
Rickie Lee Jones
Cabaret Voltaire
Chris Carter
Die Kreuzen
John Duncan
Poi Dog Pondering
Various
Fad Gadget
Buddy Guy & Junior Wells
Michael Pugliese
Anubis Leisure Society Orchestra
The Holmes Brothers
Canned Heat & John Lee Hooker
Monks Of Doom
Various
"Peter Knight" Trilok Gurtu
The Flaming Lips
Brick Layer Cake
Luciano Berto
Haji Baba Huseynov
Dave Van Ronk
The Overcoat
Katie Webster
Phillip Walker
Grotus
Various
Houston Person

Kankaan Blues
Soul, Glitter & Sin
Iran Musical Tradition Vol. 2
Legend
Patsy Cline's Greatest Hits
The Annihilating Angel
Boxed Set Sampler
Sheik Yerbouti
Sample Some Okra
Wild About My Lovin'
Heresie
Songs Of The Naked City
Sundown
4 x 4
Down The Old Road, 1931 - 1932
Loser Illusion Pt. 0
Lodger
Les Noches
Voice Of Tradition
Landed
The Peel Sessions
Home Of The Blues
Merry's Troubles
Out West
Trippin
See You There
Come Down From The Hills...
Art Of Bottleneck/Slide...
The Abbreviated Klang Crimson
Doctrine Of Signatures
Perfect Hits 1975 - 1981
Pick Your King
Pop Pop
Drain Train/Live In...
The Space Between
Cement
Klaar
Jack Ass Ginger
Gypsy Folksongs/Hungary
Gag
Alone And Acoustic
Perkin At Merkin
Anubis Leisure Society Orchestra
Where It's At
Hooker 'N Heat
Meridian
Reggae Dancehall Action
An Ancient Cause
Living Magic
Wasin' Pigs
Call It A Day
Circles
Mugam D'Azerbaidjan
Goin Back To Brooklyn
Three Records And A Cloud Of
No Foolin'
Someday You'll Have These
Brown
Here's Stanton Park
The Party

P.A.M.
Beggars Banquet
Ocora
ESD
MCA
Extreme
4AD
Ryko
Okra
RCA
Cuneiform
TVT
Folkways
Ladd-Trioth
Rounder
Sat
Ryko
Hyperion
Welt
Elektra
Strange Fruit
Sugar Hill
Arhoolie
Arhoolie
Enemy
Third Lock
Wax Trax
Shanachie
Caroline
CMP
Chrysalis
Tang
Geffen
Mute
Mute
Touch And Go
Extreme
Columbia
Harmonia Mundi
Elektra
Alligator
Mode
Jetison
Rounder
EMI
Baited Breath
Bee Cat
Shanachie
CMP
Warner Bros.
Touch And Go
Wergo
Inedit
Gazell
Dionysus
Alligator
Highline
Spirit
Dionysus
Muse
Medium Airplay (Continued)

John Renbourn
The Lonely Trojans
Run-DMC
Various
Pogues
Capitol Chamber Artists
Wir
Western Wind Vocal Ensemble
Herb Ellis

The Hermit
Three Guys Six Songs
Greatest Hits 1983 - 1991
Dance Cadence
Essential
Chadabe/Eastham/Walker...
The First Letter
The Chanukkah Story
Roll Call

Shanachie
Limited Potential
Profile
Globestyle
Island
Centaur
Mute
Western Wind
Justice

Light Airplay

Skin Chamber
Drop Acid
Michael Torke
Lords Of Acid
The Neon Judgement
George Gruntz Concert Jazz...
Various
Billy Bragg
Peter Rowan
Gary Stewart
Juluka
Big Void
Gene Clark
Jim Carroll
Various
Marley Marl
Frank Ferrell
Alan Munde & Country Gazette
Blur
Ingrid Chavez
Straitjacket Fits
Tabu Ley Rochereau
Royal Crown Revue
That's It
Laurie Spiegel
2 Black 2 Strong
The Godfathers
Senator Flux
Chaitkin/Moore
Beerman/Eranite
James Harman Band
Clockhammer
Earl Thomas
Lisandro Meza
Ministry

Wound
Making God Smile
Color Music
Lust
Are You Real
Blues 'N Dudes Etcetera
When October Goes
Woke Up In My Neighbourhood
The Walls Of Time
Gary's Greatest
African Litany
The Floor Or The Other Side...
No Other
Phrasing Matters
Planet Zouk
In Control Volume 2
Wicked Good Fiddling...
Keep On Pushing
Leisure
Ingrid Chavez
Roller Ride
Man From Kinshasa
Kings Of Gangster Hop
Really?
Unseen Worlds
Doin' Hard Time On The Planet
The BBC Session
Storyknife
Summersong
Electric Clarinet
Do Not Disturb
Carrot
Blue...Not Blues
Lisandro's Cumbia
Jesus Built My Hotrod

Third Mind
Restless
Argo
Caroline
Play It Again Sam
Enja
Philio
Elektra
Sugar Hill
Hightone
Rhythm Safari
Maitre D
Line
Giant
Rhythm Safari
Cold Chillin'
Flying Fish
Flying Fish
SBK
Paisley Park
Arista
Shanachie
Big Daddy
BYO
Scarlet
Relativity
Strange Fruit
Emerge
CRI
Capstone
Black Top
First Warning
Straight
World Circuit
Sire
La Di Da
Tutu
Def America
Cherry Red
Comm3
RCA
Sugar Hill
Muse
Ankst
Hannibal
Rounder
Muse
CTI
Tabu
Reprise
Giant
Columbia
Black Top
Ras
Vanguard
Light Airplay (Continued)

Melvins
Die Warzau
Machines Of Loving Grace
The Shamen
Murphy's Law
Albert Griffiths & Gladiators
Ronnie Earl & The Broadcasters
Various
Rogers/Shank
The Kinks
Shelley Berman
Pale
Sarcastic Mannequins
Springhouse
Scatterbrain
Jeanette Macdonald
Donald Brown
Pete Seeger
Various
Soul Family Sensation
Patty Larkin
Drunken Boat
Darrell Nulisch & Texas Heat
Queen Mother Rage
Various
Fred Gianelli
Tom Paxton
Johnny Adams
Elaine Radigue
Fred Small
Delerium
Robbie Robertson
The Black Watch
Solar Enemy
Blur
Caffish Keith
Death
Lonesome Sundown
Lorez Alexandria
24-7 Spyz
Nymphs
Nitzer Ebb
Phil Miller
Will
Sleep Chamber
Mister Doo
Ed McCurry
Earth Army
Chopper
Truly
A Split Second
Barbie Bones
Happy Mondays
Koate And Jobarteh
Buck Hill
Antenna
David Joseph Maroul
Katia And Marielle Labeque
Hen-Gee and Evil-E
Maxi Priest
Happy Mondays
Tennessee Ernie Ford
Roosevelt
Sebastian Whittaker & Creators
Swa
Arty Sheppard
Egg nog
Big Electric Metal Bass Face
Machines Of Loving Grace
En-Tact
Monster Mash
Valley Of Decision
Surrounded By Love
Around The World For A Song
America The Beautiful
Did Ya
Inside Shelley Berman
Tantum
Little Brother
Eskimo EP
Scamboogery
San Francisco & Others
People Music
Singalong Sanders Theatre 1980
Manifestation
New Wave
Tango
Drunken Boat
Business As Usual
Vanglorious Law
Planet Reggae
Virtuosity
Fred
It Ain't Easy
Sings Doc Pomus: The Real Me
Kyema
Jaguar
Euphonic
Storyville
Flowering
Dirty Vs Universe
There's No Other Way
Pepper In My Shoe
Human
Been Gone Too Long
May I Come In
This Is 24-7 Spyz
Nymphs
Ebbhead
Digging In
Pearl Of Great Price
Sleep, Or Forever Hold...
The Doo Experience
Where Daliance Was... Vol. 3
Stravinsky Rides Again
Chopper
Truly
Flesh & Fire
Brake For Nobody
Live
Baa Toto
I'm Beginning...
Sway
Acid Country
Love Of Colours
Brothers
Best Of Me
Peel Sessions
Sings Favorite Hymns
Shingle
Searchin' For The Truth
Volume
This A Way That A Way

Boner
Atlantic
Mammoth
Epic
Relativity
Heartbeat
Black Top
Byko
Candid
Columbia
Verve
Elastic
Eyecon
Caroline
Elektra
RCA
Muse
Folkways
Anomie
Sony
High Street
First Warning
Black Top
Cardiac
Rhythm Safari
GM
Wax Trax
Flying Fish
Rounder
Experimental Intermedia
Flying Fish
Third Mind
Geffen
Doctor Dream
Third Mind
SBK
Fish Tail
Relativity
High Tone
Muse
Eastwest
DGC
Geffen
Cuneiform
Third Mind
Funf Und Vierzig
Profile
Elektra
Earth Music
Zoro Hour
Sub Pop
Caroline
Restless
Elektra
World
Muse
Mammoth
Radical
Sony
Elektra
Charisma
Strange Fruit
Capitol
Roosevelt
Justice
Sat
Justice
Light Airplay (Still Continued...)

Charles Ford Band
Tenumasa Hino
Mark Decerbo
Corrosion Of Conformity
Murphy's Law
Chad Wackerman
Various
Adamski
Chroma
The Charles Ford Band
From The Heart
Baby's Not In The Mood
Blind
The Best Of Times
Forty Reasons
Shaftman
Born To Be Alive Sampler
Music On The Edge
Arboole
Blue Note
Bizarre/Straight
Relativity
Relativity
CMP
Funky Finger
MCA
CTI
Sst
Slime
Sakura
Chris Harford (Demo)
Sound Of Pig
Alasdair Willis
Kickstand
Sound Of Pig
Wavc
Ballyhoo
Nisus
Realities Unincorporated

Cassettes

Dick Vaughan
Band Of Weeds
Yximallo
Chris Harford
XTSW
Vitamin B12
Kickstand
Stephen Buchanan
Dave Goldman
Ballyhoo
Melford Brandis Duo
Scot Prato
Moribund Music Of The 70's...
Band Of Weeds
Technoiko
The Saddest Songs Ever
Tunnel
Five
On Training Wheels
Improvisations/Classic Guitar
Worldwise
Crossing The Water
Current Events
Magistrates On Pontillons
Sst
Slime
Sakura
Chris Harford (Demo)
Sound Of Pig
Alasdair Willis
Kickstand
Sound Of Pig
Wavc
Ballyhoo
Nisus
Realities Unincorporated

Singles

A-Bones/Girl Trouble
Vaesom P. Stingler
Cocktails
The Ukrainians
Big Dipper
Crush
For Against
Chisel
Funkytown Pros
Astro Zombies
Cheeze
Tung Twista
Casey Scott/John S. Hall
LSOB
Massive Attack
Blue Aeroplanes
Out Of Band Experience
Queen Latifah
Spongetunel
Organized Konfusion
Cranes
Big Sandy
The Ramblers
Scandale
Nicotine Spyral Surfers
Vertebrae
Naughty By Nature
De La Soul
Choosey Mothers
Tone-Loc
Yo Yo
Ultravox
Sanity Assassins
Hoods
Monsterland
Frank Allison & Odd Sox
Bald Cow
Highrollers
K.Y.B.E. The Brotherhood
This Great Religion
One Thin Dime
Cruddy
Aberrant
Hi-Ball
Cooking Vinyl
Feel Good All Over
Feel Good All Over
Part Fracce
Assembly
4th & Broadway
Comm3
Bob
Zoo
Vital
Pump
Virgin
Chrysalis
Immortal
Tommy Boy
Bob
Hollywood Basic
Dedicated
Dionysus
Addit
Wall Street
Dionysus
Erl
Tommy Boy
Tommy Boy
Boozefighter
Delicious Vinyl
Eastwest
Strange Fruit
Dionysus
Dionysus
Rockville
Relapse
Bob
Bona Fide
Riches
Intermission
Pagan
Singles (Continued)

Pete Rock & C.L. Smooth
Dream Warriors
Bad Traffic
Uncle Tupelo
Gag
Darley Abbey
Penny Irie
Dunebuggy
Catherine
Majesty Crush
Ashtray
LSOB
Heart Throbs
Sherman Helmsley
Airhead
Unearth
Cycle Paths
Kid N Play
Dashing Marbles
Happy Drivers
Augusta Furnace
Bill Smith
Spiaout
James Sipes
G'Nu Fuz
Onion
Wendel Doesnt Mind
The Jakk
The Jucemeen
Young Turks
Mean Red Spiders
Trasalvia
Strookas
Keith Nunnall
Colored Green

The Creator
Follow Me Not
Forever Changing Moods
Gun
Riot
White Town
Bow Cat List
Mexican Barbwire Camp
Sparkle
Sunny Pie
Trailer
El Barrio
Total Abandon
Ain't That A Kick In The...
Hunny How
Pinchpoint
Rotten Little Tyke
Slippin' Friends
We Wo Wo
Toowoomba
Rumble Strip
Rent 'Em
Doctored For Super Sound
Red Hot Mama
Sleepytown
They Can't
New Life
Girls And Guns
I Rest Today
Devil's Child
Last Of The Teen Icons
Screaming In The Basement...
Summer To Fall
Freedom
White Out

Elektra
4th & Broadway
46 MPH
Rockville
Bob
Lovely Music
Profile
Armchair
Limited Potential
Vulva
Shoe
Pump
One Little Indians
Sutra
Korova
New Rage
Baylor
Select
Bob
Boucherie
Comm 3
Stogie
Delicious Vinyl
MFN
Mondo
Mondo
Wendel Doesn't Mind
Trigon
Tow Tune
Rainforest
Buster Bulb
Well Primed
Moving Change
Slime
Comm 3

The country's oldest free-form radio station struggles to keep its signal in the sky.

New Jersey's WFMU (91.1 FM) has become legendary as home of some of the most creative radio in history. Completely supported by its listeners, WFMU is known as an oasis in the airwave desert.

WFMU embraces everything in the wonderful world of sound. A block of rare Sonic Youth might be followed by Groucho Marx, Polish rockabilly, an unsigned rapper, or an in-studio gospel choir. On-air discussions cover topics ranging from Hegelian philosophy to the mystical significance of sneakers hanging from telephone wires.

WFMU's existence is now in jeopardy as the result of the discovery of a technical error in the 31-year-old station's license. Because of this mistake, the coverage area of WFMU slightly overlaps that of four other public radio stations. These stations are urging the FCC to trim WFMU's power by more than half, cutting the signal off from thou-
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